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ANNEXURE -1 DETAILED SCOPE OF WORK (SOW) &
TERMS & CONDITION (T&C) FOR CHAT BOT FACILITY
A. The detailed Scope of Work (SOW) for implementation of Chat-Bot are as follows:

Interactive Chatbot: Any human support system has limitation in various format,
like Time of Availability, Limited Knowledge, Cost etc. With machine learning like
technologies, the machine can now learn itself and respond to the queries
automatically. However, the technology is still evolving on its own and it also take
time and effort to provide a machine the right set of information as per government
guidelines. This will be unique effort from Department of Agriculture to provide
farmers round the clock services with an interactive Chatbot. This will enable the
farmers to gain farming related information through natural chat interactions. A
Chatbot will offer several benefits that can potentially satisfy the information
needs of rural farmers. Systems meant to serve this population will be usable and
acceptable by people with limited literacy, highly scalable, available around-theclock, responsive, and will have a manageable overhead for agricultural expert.
The system offers direct information access without the need to navigate complex
information paths as often required by graphic user interfaces (GUI) hence the
Chatbot will be scalable solution that can be accessed by any user at any time.
Moreover, Agri-experts can review user inquiries of the Chatbot periodically and
then continuously expand the Chatbot knowledge base without high maintenance
cost.

The Agri Chatbot can help the Farmers in following manners:
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Specificity: Farmers often request information on highly specific problems such as
diagnosing issues of their crop. Farmers often have to turn to Agri-experts, but their
availability is limited, and it is difficult for AEs to address farmers’ inquiries in a timely
fashion. Chatbot enables more interactive search through multi-turn conversations.
Localization: A main area of farmers’ information needs focuses on local information such
as weather and harvesting time etc. This again cannot be satisfied by most automated
information sources or television. In designing Chatbot answers, we relied on local Agriexperts to customize the information based on local conditions.
Persistence: While using most audio-based systems, such as automated agriadvisory/agri-experts, etc., due to low literacy, farmers cannot write down the
recommendations given to them, resulting in repeated inquiries for the same information.
The Chatbot allows easy re-access of information. The system offers additional benefit of
persistence, where the user can easily access previous messages.
Availability: Agri-experts/advisory are not available throughout the day. Farmers also
feel it is socially unacceptable to contact experts too frequently; however, responses on
WhatsApp cannot satisfy immediate information needs. The Chatbot solves the problem
by allowing access at any time anywhere from one’s mobile device.

SCOPE OF WORK OF CHATBOT APPLICATION
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FAQ Based Assistance:
This will allow the farmers to read all standard relevant queries using the predefined
decision trees. It will provide relevant content in available database and providing
multiple FAQ to user, relevant to his query in a meaningful manner. The FAQ will cover
the all-valuable questions related to agriculture domain that can be expected from farmer.
These FAQ will be designed in such a way that it will cover the information related to all
kind of agriculture Schemes, pesticides, soils, seasons, harvesting and will be upgraded
and added time to time for betterment in assistance.
Images and Audio based Interaction between Farmers and Call agents by Integration
with Call Centre:
This will allow the farmers to take and image and record his problem in detail in an audio
format which will be posted in Command Control System (Farmer Call Center). Through
this the Farmer Call Center can now also send the farmers related solution images and a
record audio to a proper solution and explain in local language so that farmer can
understand it in a better manner.
Intelligent ChatBot Feature List


Leveraging technologies like Natural Learning Process (NLP) and Machine
learning to enhance contextual understanding, generative responses and learning
abilities while doing end to end conversation with users. Decision trees will be
applied for leaning for the previous conversation.



Bi-Lingual: The Chatbot will be available in the local languages such Hindi and
English to interact the farmers/users



Interface: This will be interface between the Chatbot and the Farmers/users.
Through this the User will able to interact with the system like a human
interaction.



Measure Customer Satisfaction: With conversation ratings, it will get the
information that will be needed to improve bot’s performance and make the users
happier. When the rating is poor, the Chatbot will automatically propose
alternative actions (leave a message, or switch to a human agent when available).



First-level support, automated and consistent: Self-service not only helps
customers find solutions faster, but it also ensures consistent support.
Additionally, it will help the Agri department to reduce the queries to helpdesk
services.



Chatbot application to enhance contextual understanding, generative responses
and learning abilities while doing end to end conversation with customers.
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Providing admin users to Department officials to add/update/delete the query
and response on the basis of the conversation analysis between Chatbot and
customer.



Providing the real-time dashboard to help in monitoring of Chatbot application,
generating industry-specific actionable insights for Farming management, Farmer
Problem Areas, Farmer satisfaction assessment, and so on.



Providing different levels of filters criteria for generation of reports and
dashboards based on the interactive queries. The solution should be capable of
handling all questions and access to all the conversations based on search text in
reports. Solutions should be capable of providing reports in different formats like
word, excel, csv, pdf and so forth instantaneously useful throughout the entire
organization. The solution should provide various filters, criteria for generation of
reports.



Understanding and predictive analysis of the customer based on the previous
interaction & behaviour analysis of the user.



Focusing on operational efficiency, quality and cost efficiency with continuous
improvement by learning from regular sessions.



Scalability for enhanced add-on services as per industry standard.



Capturing Feedback as applicable/required by the Agri department for data
analysis.



Recognizing and responding to new suggestions, if provided by user.



Understanding& executing compound query, at the same time ability to identify
different intents and act upon both simultaneously.



Providing admin users to Department officials to add/update/delete the query
and response on the basis of the conversation analysis between Chatbot and
customer.
B. The Terms & Condition for implementation of Chat-Bot are as follows:

1. The Chat Bot facility should be implemented and integrated with the website of AIC
& State Government website and AIC-KIOSKS within 15 days from the date of
Purchase Order.
2. The Successful bidder shall provide support for 1 year starting from successful
installation.
3. AIC reserves the right to amend, modify, add, delete, accept, or cancel, in part or full,
any conditions or specifications stipulated in this document during the procurement
process. AIC also reserve the right to annul the process without assigning any reason
thereof at any time during the procurement process.
4. The Payment shall be done after installation of Chat Bot facility.
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5. At all times during implementation/ migration/ maintenance/ business-as-usual
running, selected bidder needs to adhere to AICs’ required compliances vis-à-vis
security, confidentiality, integrity and availability and also any guidelines any
regulatory/ government agency on the same.
6. Chatbot solution should be able to handle 5,00,000 concurrent Chat Users.
7.

The proposed solution must comprise of an interactive dashboard containing detailed
MIS including data regarding calculation of uptime, system availability.

8. Audit and Compliance Management: Enable suitable information security / cyber
security and secure configuration in respect of the component, and utilities in the
system, as per requirement of the AIC from time to time. Continuous risk assessment
and control process of the Bot to be conducted and probability of each risk along with
impact to be evaluated and to be provided proactively periodically to AIC team.
9. Bidder should comply with all the guidelines issued by DFS/IRDA /Govt. of India
and any other regulatory authority from time to time at no additional cost to AIC.
10. The solution should adhere to the security policies set up by AIC. The Solution
provided should be secured and scalable for enhanced add-on services as per industry
standard. The service provider will not disclose or use any information and data
generated Chat sessions such as user details, queries, responses, statistical data, and
so forth, with any third party. NDA agreement need to be signed.
11. Bidder has to act as single point contact and to carry out necessary coordination (call
lodge, follow-ups etc.) with AIC for smooth functioning of the solution deployed
within stipulated time frame.
12. Queries if any must reach us on or before 25.11.2019 (6:00 PM) through E-mail on

hoinfotechgroup@aicofindia.com
13. The Quotation envelop cover containing the Commercial Proposal with superscription
"QUOTATION FOR CHAT BOT FACILTY FOR AIC 2019-20" marked on the top and
addressed to the General Manager (IT) has to be submitted on or before 29.11.2019
(06:00 PM) at the following address:
General Manager (IT)
Information Technology Department
Agriculture Insurance Company of India Ltd. (AIC)
Plate B&C, Fifth Floor, Block 1, East Kidwai Nagar
New Delhi -110023
Ph +91 11 24600444
Email – hoinfotechgroup@aicofindia.com
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COMMERCIAL PROPOSAL FOR CHAT BOT FACILTY FOR AIC 2019-20
(To be included in Commercial Proposal Envelope)
Dear Sir,
With reference to proposal regarding procurement of Chat Bot Facility, in terms of
the above-mentioned ANNEXURE 1, we submit herewith the commercial proposal
for the same
SL
Particulars
1
Chat Bot Facility including 1-year
support
2
Recurring Charges for 12 months
(if any)
Total Amount (in figure)
Total Amount (in words)

Total Amount Including GST (in Rs.)

The amount is including any taxes, expenses and levies including Good and Services
Tax (GST) and is a fixed price.
Terms and Conditions –
1) All Terms & Condition as mentioned in ANNEXURE-1.
2) Recurring charges (if any) shall be paid monthly basis, after the successful
installation.
3) Chat Bot Facility including 1-year support Charges shall be One Time Charges, to
be paid after successful installation.

Dated this

day of

2019.

(Signature)
(In the capacity of Duly authorized to sign Proposal for and on behalf.)
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